Job Description

Programmer Analyst
Position Duties
As a Programmer Analyst, the incumbent is typically expected to design and develop computer software systems, in
conjunction with hardware choices, for medical, industrial, communications, scientific, engineering, commercial and
financial applications which require use of advanced computational and quantitative methodologies; Apply
principles and techniques of computer sciences and quantitative methodology & techniques to determine feasibility
of design within time and cost constraints; Analyze the communications, informational, database and programming
requirements of clients; plan, develop, design, test and implement software programs for engineering applications
and highly sophisticated network systems; Design, program and implement software application packages
customized to meet specific client needs; Review existing computer systems to determine compatibility with
projected or identified client needs; research and select appropriate system, including ensuring forward
compatibility of existing systems; Review, repair and modify software programs to ensure technical accuracy and
reliability of programs; Train clients on use of software applications and computer systems developed; provide
trouble shooting and debugging support; Testing and implementing the system to provide analytical support to
monitor operation of assigned application system. Required to support the project team by participating in
enhancements and develop accurate documentation that complies with the company standards; Assist as part of the
team to resolve technical problems requiring good judgment and creativity in developing solutions; Review our
clients complex specifications to identify problems in the systems package for systems development requiring need
for revision of project scope and operational strategies. Additionally, Incumbents must have comprehensive
knowledge of Information technology and processes, relevant work experience and technical skill sets such as: MS
SQL server databases and Financials; Data warehouse methodology; data analysis, modeling and design; SSIS, SSRS
and SSAS SQL server; relational and dimensional data models, relational databases SQL skills; HP Mercury tools, Test
complete; Agile Project Management tools, Mingle.

Education & Experience Requirements
Candidate must have a Masters in Computer Science / Engineering (Any Branch) or related field or foreign
equivalent, plus at least 2 years of experience in job offered/related occupation using following technical skills:
Fiddler, Groovy, Selenium, iTKO LISA, TABLEAU, C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET 4.0, ADO.NET., HTML, CSS., JavaScript, VBScript,
Visual Studio.NET 2005/2008, MS SQL Server 2008 Enterprise Edition, SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), SQL
Server Analysis Services (SSAS), SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), Business Intelligence, T-SQL, BIDS on Windows
2008/2012 Servers, Windows 7, Windows Hyper-V.
Position is located in Naperville, IL and nationwide based on client needs. Position is IT projects and business process
based lasting for various lengths of time. Periodic travel may be required. Once a project is completed, the
consultant will be placed on a new project at a location to be determined.
Mail Resumes at: Evolutyz Corp, 1560 Wall Street, Suite # 105, Naperville, IL 60563.
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